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The interaction between electrons and lattice vibrations determines key physical properties of
materials, including their electrical and heat transport, excited electron dynamics, phase transitions,
and superconductivity. We present a new ab initio method that employs atomic orbital (AO)
wavefunctions to compute the electron-phonon (e-ph) interactions in materials and interpolate the
e-ph coupling matrix elements to fine Brillouin zone grids. We detail the numerical implementation
of such AO-based e-ph calculations, and benchmark them against direct density functional theory
calculations and Wannier function (WF) interpolation. The key advantages of AOs over WFs for
e-ph calculations are outlined. Since AOs are fixed basis functions associated with the atoms,
they circumvent the need to generate a material-specific localized basis set with a trial-and-error
approach, as is needed in WFs. Therefore, AOs are ideal to compute e-ph interactions in chemically
and structurally complex materials for which WFs are challenging to generate, and are also promising
for high-throughput materials discovery. While our results focus on AOs, the formalism we present
generalizes e-ph calculations to arbitrary localized basis sets, with WFs recovered as a special case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electron-phonon (e-ph) interactions are central to
modeling materials properties. While not yet main-
stream, ab initio e-ph calculations are becoming a key
component of computational materials science and con-
densed matter physics [1, 2]. A key technical challenge
of these calculations is obtaining the e-ph coupling ma-
trix elements for different electronic states and phonon
modes, within the framework of density functional the-
ory (DFT) and density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT) [3–7]. An example are calculations of charge
carrier dynamics, which require evaluating the e-ph ma-
trix elements for a large number of electron and phonon
wavevectors in the Brillouin zone (BZ). In this and other
cases, interpolation of the e-ph matrix elements is essen-
tial to achieve numerical convergence [8–11]. Previous
work [4, 13] has shown that interpolation of the e-ph ma-
trix elements can be achieved using maximally localized
Wannier functions (WFs) [14]. This approach has been
successfully employed in recent calculations of e-ph scat-
tering, charge transport, and excited carrier dynamics in
semiconductors and metals [8–11, 15–18].
However, WF-based e-ph interpolation requires gener-
ating WFs that can accurately interpolate the bandstruc-
ture and e-ph matrix elements. While WF generation is
straightforward for simple metals and sp-bonded semi-
conductors, it is a trial-and-error approach that becomes
challenging for structurally complex systems such as sur-
faces, interfaces, nanostructures and large supercells, in
which the required initial guess for constructing the WFs
is not apparent. Similar considerations hold for chemi-
cally complex materials with d and f electrons. For this
and other technical reasons, ab initio e-ph calculations
have so far focused on relatively simple materials.
The fast decay of e-ph interactions in real space is key
to WF interpolation of the e-ph matrix elements [4]. As
a result, any localized basis set can in principle be em-
ployed to compute the e-ph matrix elements, and, pro-
vided they decay rapidly in real space, to interpolate
them to arbitrarily fine BZ grids. The advantage of WFs
is that they constitute a minimal basis set that can ac-
curately interpolate the bandstructure. Localized basis
sets such as Gaussian or atomic orbitals (AOs) typically
require a number of basis functions in excess of the oc-
cupied bands to accurately represent valence and con-
duction states. Yet, a key advantage of these localized
basis sets, which are routinely used in quantum chemistry
codes, is that they are fixed, in the sense that they can
be obtained once and stored in a database for future use;
this circumvents the challenge of generating the localized
basis set for each new material, as is the case with WFs.
Recent work has shown that one can use a finite AO
basis set to represent the electronic Hamiltonian and ac-
curately interpolate an adjustable number of electronic
bands [19, 20]. Since the accuracy of band structure in-
terpolation obtained with this AO-based method is simi-
lar to that of WFs, one may wonder whether AOs − or in
fact, any other localized basis set − are also suitable for
computing and interpolating the e-ph matrix elements.
The vision is that using a fixed basis set would automate
e-ph interpolation, turning it into a tractable problem
that is limited only by computational resources.
Here we present a new method for computing and in-
terpolating the e-ph coupling matrix elements. Our ap-
proach employs a fixed AO basis set and achieves an
accuracy similar to that of WF-based e-ph calculations.
While the accuracy of our method can be improved sys-
tematically by increasing the size of the basis set, we
find that a double-ζ polarized AO basis suffices to accu-
rately reproduce the e-ph matrix elements computed di-
rectly with DFT plus DFPT or interpolated with WFs.
Our work focuses on AOs, but the formalism we present
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2generalizes e-ph calculations to arbitrary localized basis
sets, and we show how WFs can be recovered as a spe-
cial case. Since our approach removes the trial-and-error
steps needed to build the localized basis set, interpolation
of the e-ph matrix elements − and the related charge car-
rier dynamics calculations − appear possible for complex
materials, surfaces, nanostructures and large supercells,
for which WFs are challenging to generate. Lastly, since
most quantum chemistry methods employ localized basis
sets, e-ph calculations based on AOs can be more eas-
ily interfaced with accurate post-Hartree-Fock ab initio
methods [21, 22], thus opening new possibilities for com-
puting e-ph interactions in strongly correlated materials.
Taken together, our work opens new avenues for e-ph
calculations in complex materials.
II. METHODOLOGY
The e-ph interaction is quantified, within the frame-
work of many-body perturbation theory, by the e-ph ma-
trix elements [1]
gmnν(k,q)=
(
~
2ωνq
)1/2
〈ψmk+q(r)|∆νqV (r)|ψnk(r)〉 ,
(1)
which represent the transition amplitude from a Bloch
electronic state with band index n and crystal momentum
k to a Bloch state with quantum numbers m and k+ q,
mediated by the emission or absorption of a phonon with
mode index ν and crystal momentum q. All the physical
quantities in Eq. 1 can be computed ab initio, the elec-
tron wavefunctions ψnk(r) and ψmk+q(r) using DFT, and
the phonon dispersions ωνq and eigenvectors e
κα
νq (where
κ labels the atom and α the Cartesian direction) using
DFPT [4]. In Eq. 1, the perturbation potential induced
by a phonon with mode ν and crystal momentum q is
defined as (see Appendix A) [1]:
∆νqV (r) =
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανq∂q,καV (r), (2)
where ∂q,καV (r) is proportional to the derivatives of the
Kohn-Sham potential V (r) at position r [23] with respect
to changes in the atomic positions Rpκα of the atom
κ (with mass Mκ) along direction α in the unit cell p
located at lattice vector Rp (in a crystal with periodic
boundary conditions and Np unit cells):
∂q,καV (r) =
∑
Rp
eiq·Rp
∂V (r)
∂Rpκα
. (3)
This perturbation potential is computed using DFPT [4].
In a basis set of AOs φj(r), where j is a collective label
for the AO quantum numbers, we define the Bloch sums
Φjk(r) =
1√
Ne
∑
Re
eik·Reφj(r−Re). (4)
where Ne and Re are the number and position of the unit
cells in a crystal with periodic boundary conditions. The
DFT electron wavefunctions can be approximated with
an expansion in Bloch sums:
ψnk(r) ≈
∑
j
Akjn Φjk(r), (5)
where Akjn are expansion coefficients (in practice, a rect-
angular matrix Ak at each k-point). Using Bloch sums,
the e-ph matrix elements in Eq. 1 can be written as
gmnν(k,q) =
(
~
2ωνq
)1/2∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανq
×
∑
ij
(Ak+qim )
∗Akjn h
κα
ij (k,q),
(6)
where hκαij (k,q) is the matrix element of the e-ph pertur-
bation potential in the AO Bloch sums basis,
hκαij (k,q) = 〈Φik+q(r)|∂q,καV (r)|Φjk(r)〉 . (7)
A. Interpolation of the e-ph matrix elements
One can show (see Appendix B) that hκαij (k,q) can be
written as the double Fourier transform
hκαij (k,q) =
∑
Re,Rp
ei(k·Re+q·Rp) hκαij (Re,Rp) (8)
of the real-space e-ph perturbation potential in the AO
basis,
hκαij (Re,Rp) = 〈φi(r)|∂Rp,καV (r)|φj(r−Re)〉 . (9)
where we use the shorthand notation ∂Rp,καV (r) for
∂V (r)/∂Rpκα (see Eq. 3). An important result is that
if hκαij (Re,Rp) decays rapidly in Re and Rp, one can in-
terpolate the e-ph matrix elements on arbitrary fine BZ
grids, as explained next.
Starting from computations of hκαij (k,q) on coarse-grid
points kc and qc, we compute the inverse double Fourier
transform
hκαij (Re,Rp) =
1
NeNp
∑
kc,qc
e−i(kc·Re+qc·Rp)hκαij (kc,qc).
(10)
If this quantity decays rapidly in Re and Rp, then we
can interpolate hκαij (k,q) to any pair of fine-grid points
kf and qf by carrying out the double Fourier transform
hκαij (kf,qf) =
∑
Re,Rp
ei(kf·Re+qf·Rp)hκαij (Re,Rp), (11)
and from this obtain the e-ph matrix elements
gmnν(kf,qf) (using Eq. 6) on arbitrary fine grids.
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FIG. 1. Workflow for computing and interpolating the e-ph matrix elements gmnν(k,q) using either AOs (left, blue arrows)
or WFs (right, black arrows). The inputs, which are highlighted in red in the top part of the figure, are obtained from DFT
(electron wavefunctions and band structure) and DFPT (dynamical matrices and e-ph perturbation potentials). The output,
as shown in the red box at the bottom, are the e-ph matrix elements gmnν(kf,qf) at arbitrary fine-grid points kf and qf. The
inset shows the spatial localization of the e-ph perturbation potential (purple) and localized electronic basis functions (green
and cyan), which make the real-space e-ph matrix elements, hκαij (Re,Rp), decay rapidly, typically over a few unit cells.
This workflow is detailed in Fig. 1, which compares
the AO-based (this work) and WF-based (Ref. [4]) e-ph
interpolation methods. Before the calculation, we collect
as input the DFT data (electron wavefunctions and band
structure) and DFPT data (dynamical matrices and e-ph
perturbation potentials) from calculations, respectively,
on coarse k-point and q-point grids (typically, of size be-
tween 4 × 4 × 4 and 12 × 12 × 12 points). Note also
that the dynamical matrices and e-ph perturbation po-
tentials ∂q,καV (r) from DFPT are needed as inputs at
all coarse-grid q-points in the full BZ. However, since
DFPT is computationally expensive, we carry out the
DFPT calculations only at q-points in the irreducible
BZ wedge, and obtain the dynamical matrices and e-ph
perturbation potentials in the full BZ using crystal sym-
metry operations (see Appendix C). The last input are
the AOs, which can be obtained from databases or, as
is done in our work, by solving the radial Schro¨dinger
equation for each atomic species.
Before discussing the workflow, let us briefly exam-
ine the need to employ fine grids. As discussed above,
a typical e-ph calculation employed to compute charge
carrier dynamics requires e-ph matrix elements on very
fine k-point and q-point grids (typically, up to at least
100 × 100 × 100 points) [8–11]. Using such dense grids
in DFT and DFPT to directly compute gmnν(k,q) is not
feasible, both due to the high computational cost of solv-
ing the Sternheimer equations of DFPT and due to the
substantial cost of computing electronic wavefunctions
on dense grids with DFT. For these reasons, and also be-
cause random grids or importance BZ sampling are more
convenient in many calculations, interpolation of the e-
ph matrix elements is essential.
Let us now detail the workflow in Fig. 1. The first step
in the AO calculations consists in forming the AO Bloch
sums in Eq. 4 (by projecting the DFT electron wavefunc-
tions [19]), and using Eq. 7 to compute the e-ph matrix
elements hκαij (k,q) in the AO Bloch sum basis for all the
coarse-grid kc and qc points.
4In step 2, the matrix elements hκαij (Re,Rp) are com-
puted using the inverse double Fourier transform in
Eq. 10, and stored for later use; this calculation is done
for all the lattice vectors Re and Rp determined −
through the periodic boundary conditions − by the kc
and qc coarse grids, respectively. The spatial decay of
the matrix elements hκαij (Re,Rp) in both the variables
Re and Rp needs to be checked in all calculations. This
decay can be understood from the definition in Eq. 9,
which involves three localized functions, φi(r) centered
at the origin, ∂Rp,καV (r) centered at Rp, and φj(r−Re)
centered at Re. Due to the localized nature of the
AOs and the e-ph perturbation potential, the integral
hκαij (Re,Rp) decays rapidly as a function of Re and Rp,
as depicted schematically in Fig. 1. This decay is crucial
to reduce the computational cost, since it introduces an
upper bound to the number of lattice sites Re and Rp at
which hκαij (Re,Rp) needs to be computed.
In step 3 of the AO workflow, we compute hκαij (kf,qf)
on an arbitrary fine grid by explicitly carrying out the
Fourier transform in Eq. 11 for all pairs of points kf and
qf in the fine grid. This procedure is general, and it can
be applied to uniform, random, or importance-sampling
fine grids. Note that one takes advantage of the decay of
hκαij (Re,Rp) beyond a small number of lattice vectors in
this step, since computing hκαij (kf,qf) at small kf and qf
vectors would in principle require summing the Fourier
transform in Eq. 11 up to correspondingly large lattice
vectors Re = 2pi/kf and Rp = 2pi/qf, respectively, which
is not necessary due to the rapid decay.
In step 4, we compute the fine-grid e-ph matrix ele-
ments in Cartesian coordinates,
gκαmn(kf,qf) = 〈ψmkf+qf(r)|∂qf,καV (r)|ψnkf(r)〉 (12a)
=
∑
ij
(Akf+qfim )
∗Akfjn h
κα
ij (kf,qf). (12b)
This transformation requires the important auxiliary
task of evaluating the expansion coefficients Akjn at the
fine grid points kf and kf + qf. These coefficients are
the components of the AO Hamiltonian matrix eigenvec-
tors [20]. To obtain them, the AO Hamiltonian matrices
H(k) are computed for all points kc in the coarse grid
[20], and then interpolated to the fine grid points kf with
two consecutive Fourier transforms (see Appendix D):
H(Re) =
1
Ne
∑
kc
e−ikc·ReH(kc) (13a)
H(kf) =
∑
Re
eikf·ReH(Re). (13b)
Following this, the Hamiltonians H(kf) are diagonalized
to obtain the respective eigenvector matrices Akf .
The final step in the workflow is to transform the
Cartesian-coordinates e-ph matrix elements to the e-ph
matrix elements gmnν(kf,qf) for each given phonon mode
ν. The auxiliary task required to this end is comput-
ing and diagonalizing the dynamical matrix D(q) at the
fine-grid points qf. Starting from the dynamical matri-
ces obtained from DFPT at the coarse-grid points qc, we
compute D(qf) using standard Fourier interpolation,
D(Rp) =
1
Np
∑
qc
e−iqc·RpD(qc) (14a)
D(qf) =
∑
Rp
eiqf·RpD(Rp). (14b)
After diagonalizing D(qf), the phonon frequencies ωνqf
and eigenvectors eκανqf are employed to obtain
gmnν(kf,qf) =
(
~
2ωνqf
)1/2∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανqf g
κα
mn(kf,qf).
(15)
This step completes the AO interpolation of the e-ph
matrix elements.
B. Comparison with WF e-ph interpolation
The workflow for the WF-based e-ph interpolation is
also shown in Fig. 1, and discussed briefly to compare
with the AO method. The WF scheme can be considered
as a particular case of the AO interpolation described
above. The WFs centered at Re are defined as
wj(r−Re) = 1√
Ne
∑
nk
e−ik·ReUknjψnk(r) (16)
and determined by finding the unitary matrices Uk that
maximize the WF spatial localization [14]. To make a
parallel with AOs, we introduce Bloch sums of WFs,
Wjk(r) =
1√
Ne
∑
Re
eik·Rewj(r−Re), (17)
which are fully analogous to the AO Bloch sums in Eq. 4.
We can thus write the electron wavefunctions as
ψnk(r) =
1√
Ne
∑
jRe
eik·Re(Uknj)
∗wj(r−Re) (18)
=
∑
j
(
Uknj
)∗
Wjk(r), (19)
which highlights the parallel between the WF and AO
formalisms since the Wannier matrix elements
(
Uknj
)∗
are
analogous to the AO expansion coefficient Akjn in Eq. 5.
The WF interpolation workflow is almost identical to
that for AOs, with an important difference in the first
step. Different from the AOs, the DFT electron wave-
functions can be expanded exactly in the WF basis set
(through Eq. 18). Therefore, in the first step of the
WF interpolation we compute directly gκαmn(kc,qc) =
〈ψmkc+qc(r)|∂q,καV (r)|ψnkc(r)〉 on the coarse grids, and
then obtain hκαij (kc,qc) as (see Appendix E)
hκαij (kc,qc) =
∑
mn
(Ukc+qcmi )
∗gκαmn(kc,qc)U
kc
nj (20)
5using the Wannier matrices Ukc . In the WF approach, to
consistently fix the phase of the electron wavefunctions
and e-ph matrix elements (or their gauge in the case of
degenerate electronic states), the WFs and Wannier ma-
trices need to be generated with the same DFT electron
wavefunctions employed to compute gκαmn(kc,qc). Note
how in the AO method computing gκαmn(kc,qc) as a first
step and then obtaining hκαij (kc,qc) from it would be in-
correct − since the expansion of the DFT electron wave-
functions in the AO basis set is only approximate, the
phase information of the electron wavefunctions would
be lost. When using AO Bloch sums, it is natural to
compute hκαij (kc,qc) directly, and there is no ambiguity
in the phase (or gauge) of hκαij (kc,qc), which is fixed by
the definition of the Bloch sums in Eq. 4.
Beyond the first step, the WF e-ph interpolation work-
flow in Fig. 1 is equivalent to that for AOs. Consider-
ations analogous to those discussed above also hold for
the WF interpolation of the Hamiltonian, dynamical ma-
trices, and Wannier matrices [4]. The AO workflow pre-
sented here is general and can be adapted to any localized
basis set.
III. RESULTS
The e-ph calculations using AOs and WFs have been
implemented in our code Perturbo [24] following the
workflows in Fig. 1. We employ the code for benchmark
calculations on silicon and diamond, which are discussed
below. In these calculations, the unitary matrices Uk for
the WF interpolation are computed with Wannier90
[25], and the Hamiltonians in the AO basis with PyTB
[19]. The AO basis sets for Si and C are obtained by
solving their atomic radial Schro¨dinger equation with the
ld1.x utility of Quantum Espresso [26]. A double-ζ
polarized basis set is employed, which includes the n s
and n p occupied AOs (n=2, 3 for C and Si, respectively),
doubling orbitals obtained following Ref. [27], and 3d po-
larization orbitals, for a total of 13 AO basis functions
per atom, all of which are pseudized with the norm-
conserving procedure. The basis set includes unbound
orbitals with oscillatory character, which we terminate
with an exponential tail to retain the localized charac-
ter. All DFT and DFPT calculations are performed using
Quantum Espresso [26]. The local density approxima-
tion [28] is employed for silicon, and the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation [29] for di-
amond. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials [30, 31] from
the PSlibrary [32] are used, together with a 60 Ry plane-
wave kinetic energy cutoff.
A. Interpolation of the e-ph matrix elements
Figure 2 shows the electronic band structure, phonon
dispersions, and e-ph matrix elements in silicon, all in-
terpolated with the AO method. The results are com-
pared with those obtained with WF interpolation (us-
ing the same coarse and fine grids) as well as with di-
rect DFT and DFPT calculations. Such direct DFT plus
DFPT calculations, in which the wavefunctions and e-ph
perturbation potentials entering gmnν(k,q) (see Eq. 1)
are computed directly on the fine grid with DFT and
DFPT, are used as benchmark for the e-ph matrix el-
ements interpolation. To make the comparison quanti-
tative, we compute root-mean-square (RMS) deviations
between the different data sets.
For both the AO and WF methods, the interpolated
electronic eigenvalues are within ∼10 meV of the DFT re-
sult throughout the BZ (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental
Material). The accuracy of the AO and WF interpolated
band structures is comparable, both for the valence and
conduction bands, and the band structure interpolation
does not pose particular challenges to the AO method.
The AO interpolation of the DFT electron wavefunctions
is more subtle since the AOs are not a complete basis
set; this aspect, which is the main challenge in the AO
method, is discussed in detail below. The phonon disper-
sions are also accurate both in the AO and WF methods.
The interpolation of the dynamical matrices is indepen-
dent of the chosen localized basis set, so that any small
error in the phonon frequencies and eigenvectors is iden-
tical in the AO and WF interpolations.
Figure 2(c) shows the e-ph matrix elements interpo-
lated on a fine grid using AOs, and compares them to
results from WF interpolation and to direct DFT plus
DFPT calculations, which are used as benchmark. The
interpolated e-ph matrix elements are based on calcula-
tions with 12 × 12 × 12 k-point and 6 × 6 × 6 q-point
coarse grids. The quantity plotted for the comparison in
Fig. 2(c) is gmnν(kf,qf) for kf = 0 and as a function of
qf along a high-symmetry path; the initial band n and
the final band m are the top valence band, and ν is fixed
to the phonon mode shown in Fig. 2(b). We find that
both the AO and the WF interpolation methods can ac-
curately reproduce the e-ph matrix elements from direct
DFT plus DFPT calculations. The discrepancy between
the interpolated and directly computed results near Γ
along the K−Γ direction is a numerical artifact present
in both the AO and WF methods, which is discussed in
Section III D. We also find that the AO and WF e-ph ma-
trix elements are in excellent agreement with each other,
with a small RMS deviation between the two data sets
of ∼2.1 meV on the chosen high-symmetry path. While
this difference between the AO and WF interpolated e-
ph matrix elements is small and can be safely dismissed,
it is important to understand its origin.
To this end, we analyze the difference between the di-
rectly computed and AO or WF interpolated e-ph matrix
elements gmnν(kf =0,qf) for qf at several high-symmetry
points (see Table I). Results are given for interpolations
using coarse grids (qc,kc) with sizes (4
3, 123), (63, 123)
and (83, 83) (here and below, N3 is shorthand to indi-
cate N×N ×N grids). In this particular analysis, we use
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FIG. 2. Comparison of AO and WF interpolations for silicon.
Shown are the interpolated (a) band structure, (b) phonon
dispersions, and (c) e-ph matrix elements. The interpolated
e-ph matrix elements are compared with those computed di-
rectly on the fine grid with DFT plus DFPT. The highest
valence band highlighted in (a) and the optical phonon mode
highlighted in (b) are employed in the e-ph matrix elements
calculations in (c). As shown schematically in (a), the initial
electronic state is fixed at the valence band maximum.
the same phonon frequencies and eigenvectors for the in-
terpolated and benchmark DFT plus DFPT results, so
that errors in the interpolated e-ph matrix elements can
only be due to the interpolated electron wavefunctions
and e-ph perturbation potential (see Eq. 1).
Critical to the accuracy of the interpolation is whether
the fine-grid kf and qf points are also present in the coarse
grids. For points qf that are also present in the DFPT
coarse grid, the Fourier interpolation of the e-ph pertur-
bation potential gives exactly the DFPT result. There is
an important difference in how the electronic wavefunc-
tions are interpolated in the AO and WF methods. For
points kf that are also present in the DFT coarse grid,
the WF interpolated wavefunctions are exactly equal to
the DFT result. By contrast, for AOs the interpolated
wavefunction is approximate at all kf points, regardless
of whether they are present in the coarse grid. Since
the AO basis set is incomplete, small errors in reproduc-
ing the DFT wavefunctions − especially in the valence
regions between the atoms − are expected to result in
small interpolation errors in the e-ph matrix elements.
For the L and X high-symmetry points in Table I, the
fine-grid point qf is present in all the three coarse qc
grids considered, so that the only possible source of error
at these points is the interpolated electron wavefunction.
Since the L and X points are also part of all the coarse
kc grids considered, WF interpolation can reproduce ex-
actly all the quantities entering the e-ph matrix elements.
Accordingly, there is no discrepancy between the inter-
polated and direct DFT plus DFPT results for WFs at L
and X (see Table I). For AO interpolation, we find a small
error of respectively -0.43 and 3.41 meV in the interpo-
lated e-ph matrix elements at L and X, which derives
exclusively from the interpolated electron wavefunctions.
While the interpolated AO Hamiltonians give accurate
eigenvalues at L and X, the accuracy of the wavefunc-
tions is affected by the AO basis set truncation error.
The high-symmetry point K in Table I is present in
the coarse grid only for coarse qc and kc grids with 8
3
points, for which the WF error vanishes, and the AO er-
ror is 0.36 meV. However, for coarse grids (qc, kc) with
size (43, 123) and (63, 123), the point K is not present
in the coarse kc grids employed in DFT, so that errors
due exclusively to the interpolated wavefunctions are ex-
pected for both WFs and AOs. Accordingly, we find an
error of 1.3 meV for AOs and 1.71 meV for WFs when
we use the (43, 123) coarse grid, and 0.19 meV for AOs
and -0.69 meV for WFs with the (63, 123) coarse grid.
This analysis highlights that, when errors are present
in both methods, the interpolation error is comparable
for the AO and WF approaches. This is the case for all
fine-grid points that are not present in the coarse grids,
and thus for the vast majority of points in a typical calcu-
lation. These considerations also apply to diamond (see
Table S1 in the Supplemental Material), for which the
errors show the same trends as in silicon.
TABLE I. Difference (in meV units) between the interpolated
e-ph matrix elements in Fig. 2(c) and those computed directly
from DFT plus DFPT at three high-symmetry qf points. The
data are for silicon, and both the AO and WF interpolated
results are given for several coarse grids.
qf point Method Coarse grid size (qc grid, kc grid)
(43, 123) (63, 123) (83, 83)
K = [- 3
8
, 3
8
, 0]
AO 1.30 0.19 0.36
WF 1.71 -0.69 0.00
L = [0, 1
2
,0]
AO -0.43 -0.43 -0.43
WF 0.00 0.00 0.00
X = [0, 1
2
, 1
2
]
AO 3.41 3.41 3.41
WF 0.00 0.00 0.00
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FIG. 3. Interpolated e-ph matrix elements for (a)-(b) silicon and (c)-(d) diamond, for different coarse grids (qc, kc) of size given
in the legend. For each material, we show in separate panels AO and WF interpolated e-ph matrix elements gmnν(kf = 0,qf),
for qf along a high-symmetry path; the bands and phonon modes are chosen as in Fig. 2. The inset zooms into the discrepancy
near Γ discussed in Section III D.
Lastly, we analyze the convergence with respect to the
coarse grid size, for both silicon and diamond, in Fig. 3
and Table II. The slow convergence near Γ along the K−Γ
direction, which is discussed in Section III D, is not in-
cluded in this analysis. We find that the interpolated
e-ph matrix elements are converged for coarse qc and
kc grids, respectively, of size 6
3 and 83 points. Using
denser coarse grids does not appreciably reduce the inter-
polation errors (see Table II). For coarse kc grids denser
than 83 points, the AO interpolated results are nearly
unchanged. Interestingly, the WF results change as a
function of coarse kc grid even at convergence, since dif-
ferent coarse kc grids correspond to different numbers of
exact electron wavefunctions employed in the interpola-
tion. For a converged coarse grid (qc, kc) of size (8
3, 83),
the AO interpolated e-ph matrix elements exhibit a RMS
deviation (compared to direct DFT plus DFPT calcula-
tions) of 1.8 meV for silicon and 3.8 meV for diamond,
versus a smaller RMS deviation of 0.5 meV for silicon and
0.6 meV for diamond for WF interpolation (see Table II).
We remark that these RMS deviations, for both WF and
AO interpolations, are very small, roughly 1% of the e-ph
matrix elements absolute value. We attribute the slightly
lower accuracy of the AO interpolation method to the
fact that the interpolated wavefunctions are approximate
at all grid points when using AOs.
TABLE II. RMS deviations (in meV units) between the in-
terpolated e-ph matrix element in Fig. 3 and the direct DFT
plus DFPT results. The error near Γ along the K−Γ path is
not included in the RMS deviations.
Material Method Coarse grid size (qc grid, kc grid)
(43, 123) (63, 123) (83, 83)
Silicon
AO 2.0 1.8 1.8
WF 2.3 0.8 0.5
Diamond
AO 4.7 3.8 3.8
WF 3.6 1.3 0.6
B. Spatial decay of the e-ph matrix elements
The AO and WF interpolation workflows in Fig. 1 in-
troduce the e-ph matrix elements in real space and Carte-
sian coordinates, hκαij (Re,Rp) (see Eq. 9). Their spatial
decay is critical to the success of the interpolation pro-
cedure, as discussed above. To analyze the spatial be-
havior of hκαij (Re,Rp), following Ref. [4] we define, for
each pair of Re and Rp lattice vectors, the matrix el-
ement of maximum absolute value as ||h(Re,Rp)|| =
maxκα,ij |hκαij (Re,Rp)|. Figure 4 shows the spatial be-
havior of ||hκαij (Re,Rp)|| for silicon and diamond, both
as a function of Re while keeping Rp = 0 and as a func-
tion of Rp while keeping Re = 0. We find an exponential
decay over a few unit cells of these real-space e-ph matrix
elements, for both AOs and WFs. This result, which is
a consequence of the spatial localization of the WF and
AO basis sets, establishes that both AOs and WFs are
suitable for interpolating the e-ph matrix elements.
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FIG. 4. Spatial decay of the real-space e-ph matrix elements.
The maximum values of the matrix elements, ||h(Re,Rp)||,
are normalized to 1 and plotted on a logarithmic scale. Panels
(a) and (c) show ||h(Re,Rp)|| as a function of Re for Rp = 0,
and panels (b) and (d) as a function of Rp for Re = 0. Results
are shown, for both the AO and WF basis sets, for silicon and
diamond. The nearly linear trends seen in all plots indicate
an approximately exponential decay of the matrix elements
over a 2−3 unit cell distance of roughly 10 A˚.
C. Computation of the e-ph self-energy
The e-ph scattering rates Γe-phnk are central quantities in
the calculation of charge transport and excited electron
dynamics [8–11, 15–18]. In the lowest order of perturba-
tion theory [1], they read:
Γe-phnk =
2pi
~
∑
mνq
|gmnν(k,q)|2 (21)
×[(Nνq + 1− fmk+q)δ(εnk − εmk+q − ~ωνq)
+ (Nνq + fmk+q)δ(εnk − εmk+q + ~ωνq)
]
,
where fnk and Nνq are the electron and phonon occu-
pations, respectively, and the other quantities have been
defined above. Computing the e-ph scattering rates is
a rather stringent test for the AO method because the
calculations employ a large number of interpolated e-ph
matrix elements (roughly 106 for each k-point at which
Γe-phnk is computed) distributed throughout the BZ. The
accuracy of the e-ph scattering rates allows us to establish
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FIG. 5. Imaginary part of the e-ph self-energy, for (a) silicon
and (b) diamond. For each material, we plot ImΣnk for the
top four valence bands, labeled n=1−4 in order of increasing
energy, along the shown k-point path. For each band, the AO
interpolation results (color-coded curves) are compared with
the WF interpolation results (black dashed curves).
whether the small errors in the AO interpolation of the e-
ph matrix elements build up into large discrepancies. We
compute the e-ph scattering rates with a uniform 903 fine
q-point grid, which is necessary to converge the sum in
Eq. 21 [10, 17], starting from coarse 63 q-point and 123
k-point grids [10].
Fig. 5 shows the e-ph scattering rates in silicon and
diamond, expressed as the imaginary part of the e-ph
self-energy, ImΣe-phnk = (~/2)Γ
e-ph
nk (in meV units), for
electronic states in the top four valence bands and for
k-points along a BZ high-symmetry path. We find that
the AO and WF interpolation methods give e-ph scat-
tering rates in very good agreement with each other, and
that both methods can reproduce the sharp changes of
ImΣe-phnk along the BZ path. The RMS deviations be-
tween the AO and WF data sets are, for bands n = 1−4
respectively, 1.4, 2.0, 1.8, and 1.8 meV in silicon and
3.4, 6.9, 4.6, and 3.8 meV in diamond. These devia-
tions are very small, roughly 1% of the ImΣe-phnk values.
The result for band n=4 in diamond along the L−Γ−X
9path agrees with previous calculations [33]. We analyze
briefly the origin of the small deviations between the two
methods. We can rule out the role of the electronic en-
ergies since recomputing ImΣe-phnk with the WF method
but with AO interpolated electronic energies (or vicev-
ersa, AO computations with WF interpolated electronic
energies) leads to negligible changes in the results. This
is consistent with the excellent match between the AO-
and WF-interpolated band structures. We also rule out
the phonon frequencies and e-ph perturbation potentials,
which are the same in both methods. We thus conclude
that, similar to what we find above for the e-ph matrix
elements, the primary source of discrepancy between the
AO and WF e-ph self-energy is the interpolation of the
electron wavefunctions, which is affected by the AO basis
set truncation error.
D. Interpolation in the q → 0 limit
The slow convergence of the e-ph interpolation near Γ
along the K−Γ direction in Fig. 3 is a consequence of
the treatment of q → 0 (long-wavelength) perturbations
in DFPT [4]. This point, which has been discussed in
Ref. [13], is briefly outlined here. We define the lattice-
periodic part of the e-ph perturbation potential in Eq. 3:
∂q,καv(r) = e
−iq·r ∂q,καV (r) (22)
=
∑
Rp
e−iq·(r−Rp)
∂V (r)
∂Rpκα
. (23)
This lattice-periodic perturbation potential, which is the
quantity stored to disk in the DFPT implementation of
Quantum Espresso, is the sum of a Coulomb (i.e., elec-
trostatic) and an exchange-correlation contribution,
∂q,καv(r) = ∂q,καvC(r) + ∂q,καvxc(r). (24)
The Coulomb contribution ∂q,καvC(r) combines the vari-
ation of the Hartree and electron-nuclei interactions,
which are treated with pseudopotentials.
The average of ∂q,καvC(r) over the unit cell volume Ω
is defined as
∆κα(q) =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
dr ∂q,καvC(r). (25)
This average is well-behaved at finite and arbitrarily
small q, but the q = 0 case poses challenges. At q= 0
in metals, one can show [4] that ∆κα(q = 0) is finite
and independent on the direction in which q = 0 is ap-
proached; this result is a consequence, loosely speaking,
of the fact that electrons in metals redistribute to cancel
out the electric field induced by the displacement of the
nuclei. In insulators (and semiconductors), where this
cancellation does not occur, ∆κα(q) is discontinuous at
q= 0 (the Γ point in Fig. 3). At q= 0, the current ver-
sion of Quantum Espresso subtracts from ∂q,καv(r)
the term ∆κα(q= 0), regardless of the type of material,
thus making ∂q,καv(r) discontinuous in both metals and
insulators. In metals, ∆κα(q = 0) is then added back at
q = 0 [13], so that the perturbation potential ∂q,καv(r)
stored to disk − and thus, the coarse grid e-ph matrix
elements [hκαij (k,q) in the AO workflow, and gmnν(k,q)
in the WF workflow] − are continuous at q= 0 for met-
als. In insulators, ∆κα(q = 0) is not added back at q=0;
the perturbation potential ∂q,καv(r) is thus discontinu-
ous and not well-defined at q = 0, and so are the e-ph
matrix elements at q=0.
By contrast, the interpolated e-ph matrix elements are,
by construction, continuous functions of q near and at
q=0; this poses no problems in metals, but in insulators
and semiconductors the interpolation joins continuously
e-ph matrix elements at q-points across the discontinu-
ity, leading to discrepancies between the interpolated and
directly computed (with DFT plus DFPT) results. For
non-zero q-points inside the region defined by the small-
est coarse grid vectors qc, the e-ph matrix elements are
correct when computed directly from DFT plus DFPT,
but only approximate when interpolated. The interpola-
tion can thus be improved systematically by using denser
coarse qc grids, as shown in Fig. 3, because a larger num-
ber of correct e-ph matrix elements near q = 0 are em-
ployed in the interpolation.
On this basis, we analyze the trends in the e-ph matrix
elements for silicon and diamond near q=0 (the Γ point
in Fig. 3) along the K−Γ direction, which are highlighted
in the inset of Fig. 3. The discontinuity in the direct DFT
plus DFPT calculations at Γ, which has a value of δ1 +
δ2, derives from two different sources. One is the afore-
mentioned discontinuity of the e-ph perturbation poten-
tial for insulators, which results in a discontinuity with
a value of δ1 at Γ. The second source is the averaging
procedure of the e-ph matrix elements when there are
electron and/or phonon degeneracies. Silicon exhibits
several degeneracies at Γ (3-fold for both electrons and
phonons), and averaging the e-ph matrix elements over
degenerate electronic states and phonon modes results in
a discontinuity with a value of δ2 at Γ. This discontinu-
ity is not physical − it simply derives from choosing a
particular approach for averaging over degenerate states.
For example, the interpolated e-ph matrix elements be-
tween two neighboring points of a coarse qc grid (e.g.,
the points [− 18 , 18 , 0] and [0, 0, 0] in the inset) are smooth
functions of q, so that the sharp discontinuity δ2 cannot
be due to the interpolation procedure, but rather has to
be due to averaging over degeneracies.
In metals, the DFPT discontinuity δ1 is absent, since
the e-ph perturbation potential employed in the calcu-
lation is continuous as mentioned above. This trend is
verified in boron-doped diamond, for which the interpo-
lated e-ph matrix elements are shown in Fig. S2 of the
Supplemental Material. As expected, the δ1 discontinu-
ity is absent; the discontinuity δ2 due to the degeneracies
is still present, but the interpolation overall converges
rapidly with respect to the coarse qc grids.
The small error near q = 0 in the e-ph interpolation for
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semiconductors and insulators does not pose a problem
for computing physical observables, provided that dense
enough coarse q-point grids are used in DFPT. In par-
ticular, computations of the e-ph self-energy and trans-
port properties involve integrations of the e-ph matrix
elements over the entire BZ; small errors in the integrand
(i.e., the e-ph matrix elements) over a small BZ region
near q= 0 cannot affect the integral appreciably, unless
the e-ph matrix elements are singular at q= 0. The BZ
region affected by the error has a volume of ΩBZ/Nq,
where Nq is the number of points in the coarse q-point
grid, and ΩBZ the BZ volume; since Nq ≈ 1,000 in a typ-
ical calculation, this BZ region is very small.
Additionally, since the e-ph matrix elements vanish at
q=0 for acoustic phonons, interpolation errors due to the
q=0 discontinuity are only relevant for optical phonons,
but they do not pose a challenge as noted above unless
the e-ph matrix elements are singular at q = 0. Polar
materials deserve a separate mention. The e-ph inter-
actions are long-ranged for polar phonons, and the e-ph
matrix elements for the longitudinal optical (LO) mode
diverge at q= 0 in bulk polar materials. The current ab
initio approach is to interpolate only the short-ranged
part of the LO-mode e-ph coupling, and then add an an-
alytical expression in reciprocal space for the LO-mode
long-range e-ph coupling, which is dominant near q = 0
and independent of the DFPT e-ph perturbation poten-
tial. One can accurately reproduce the behavior of the
LO e-ph matrix elements near q=0, and the singularity
can be integrated using dense random grids [8]. We con-
clude that the DFPT e-ph perturbation potential at q=0
does not pose additional challenges in polar materials.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results, which establish the accuracy of the AO ba-
sis set for computing e-ph interactions in materials, make
a compelling case for using a fixed localized basis set in
e-ph calculations. The equations and workflows derived
here are general, and can be adapted to arbitrary local-
ized basis sets, including Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs)
commonly employed in quantum chemistry codes [34].
This point is interesting since post-Hartree-Fock ab initio
methods − e.g., the coupled cluster approach − employ-
ing correlated wavefunctions are typically implemented
using GTOs [21, 22]. Interfacing these methods with e-
ph calculations may enable studies of e-ph interactions
in strongly correlated materials.
A fixed basis set such as the AOs employed here has
both advantages and disadvantaged compared to WFs.
WFs are widely used to obtain accurate interpolated
band structures, but they are a material-specific basis
set that needs to be generated through a trial-and-error
approach [35]. By contrast, AOs are not associated with
a specific material. They have been traditionally used
in quantum chemistry methods, and only more recently
to accurately interpolate electronic band structures [20].
Since AOs and other fixed localized basis sets are readily
available and are not material-specific, they can auto-
mate the computation and interpolation of e-ph matrix
elements. Our AO-based e-ph workflow can be employed
in high-throughput calculations and materials discovery
studies because, contrary to WFs, there are no challenges
in generating the localized basis set. The AO method is
also suitable for studying e-ph interactions and electron
dynamics in structurally complex systems, such as sur-
faces, interfaces, or large unit cells containing defects, for
which WFs cannot be readily obtained.
Lastly, we point out some drawbacks of the AO ba-
sis set. The small deviations between the AO and WF
interpolation results derive mainly from the incomplete-
ness of the AO basis set. The latter introduces a small
error in the expansion of the DFT electronic wavefunc-
tions, and thus in the e-ph matrix elements in the AO
Bloch sum basis (see Eq. 7) provided as input in the AO
interpolation. This error is carried through the workflow
into the final interpolated e-ph matrix elements. These
truncation errors are very small with the double-ζ polar-
ized basis set employed here, but we have verified that
the accuracy of single-ζ and single-ζ polarized basis sets
is less satisfactory. Increasing the size of the basis set
beyond a double-ζ polarized AO basis will increase the
accuracy of the interpolated electronic wavefunctions and
e-ph matrix elements. However, larger basis sets signif-
icantly increase the computational cost and memory re-
quirements, so that one should seek a tradeoff between
accuracy and cost. A merit of the WF interpolation is
that of reproducing exactly the coarse-grid DFT wave-
functions and e-ph matrix elements at fine-grid points
that are also present in the coarse grids. Since the inter-
polated e-ph matrix elements are smooth in the BZ, this
leads to an overall slightly superior accuracy of the WF
interpolation method, which constitutes the main advan-
tage of WFs over AOs. An additional advantage of the
WFs is that they are a minimal localized basis set for
a given number of bands of interest. Employing AOs or
other localized basis sets results in a larger number of
basis functions, and thus larger matrices employed in the
e-ph interpolation procedure.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new method that employs AOs to com-
pute and interpolate the e-ph matrix elements. Bench-
mark AO calculations of e-ph matrix elements and e-ph
self-energies show an accuracy comparable to that of WF
interpolation. The small deviation between the AO and
WF results is due to truncation errors in the AO basis
set and the resulting approximate description of the in-
terpolated electron wavefunctions. Several benefits of the
AO-based e-ph calculations are outlined. Since they are
a fixed basis set that can be stored in a database, AOs
can automate e-ph calculations, and make them possible
for chemically and structurally complex materials.
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Appendix A: The e-ph perturbation potential
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
potential of the crystal V (r; {R}) depends parametri-
cally on the positions of the N atoms in the crystal,
which are given by the 3N -dimensional vector {R} =
[· · · ,Rpκα, · · · ], where p labels the unit cell, κ the atom,
and α the Cartesian direction. At each position r, the
Taylor expansion of the crystal potential around the equi-
librium positions {τ} is
V ({R}) = V ({τ}) + ({R} − {τ}) · ∇V |{τ}
+
1
2
[({R} − {τ}) · ∇]2 V |{τ} + . . . ,
where the gradient in the 3N dimensional space defined
by the atomic positions is ∇ = [· · · , ∂∂Rpκα , · · · ]. One can
define a displacement vector of the atoms from their equi-
librium positions, {u} = {R} − {τ} = [· · · , upκα, · · · ].
A phonon with mode ν and crystal momentum q dis-
places the atoms (with mass Mκ) from their equilib-
rium positions, leading to a displacement vector uνqpκα =
1√
Mκ
eiq·Rpeκανq , where e
κα
νq is the phonon eigenvector.
Therefore, using the Taylor expansion above, the per-
turbation potential due to the phonon mode, up to the
term linear in the atomic displacements, reads:
∆νqV (r) =
∑
pκα
uνqpκα∂Rp,καV (r) (A1a)
=
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανq∂q,καV (r). (A1b)
Here, we introduced the derivative of the potential with
respect to a change in the position of an atom (and thus,
with respect to its displacement) in a given Cartesian
direction, and the corresponding Fourier transform,
∂Rp,καV (r) ≡
∂V (r; {R})
∂Rpκα
∣∣∣∣
{τ}
=
∂V (r; {R})
∂upκα
∣∣∣∣
{u}=0
,
(A2a)
∂q,καV (r) =
∑
Rp
eiq·Rp∂Rp,καV (r). (A2b)
Appendix B: Fourier transform of the AO e-ph
matrix elements
Using the Bloch sum of AOs defined in Eq. 4, we derive
the double Fourier transform employed in Eq. 8. First,
we establish the following result:
〈φi(r−R′e)|∂q,καV (r)|φj(r−Re)〉
= 〈φi(r)|∂q,καV (r + R′e)|φj(r− (Re −R′e))〉
= eiq·R
′
e 〈φi(r)|∂q,καV (r)|φj(r− (Re −R′e))〉 ,
(B1)
where in the first line we changed the integration vari-
able using r → r + R′e. In the last line, we used
∂q,καV (r + R
′
e) = e
iq·R′e∂q,καV (r), which comes from
the fact that the perturbation potential ∂q,καV (r) =
eiq·r∂q,καv(r) can be expressed in terms of the lattice-
periodic function ∂q,καv(r + R
′
e) = ∂q,καv(r).
Using this result, we write the e-ph matrix element in
the AO Bloch sum basis as:
hκαij (k,q) = 〈Φik+q(r)|∂q,καV (r)|Φjk(r)〉
=
1
Ne
∑
R′e
∑
Re
eik·(Re−R
′
e) e−iq·R
′
e
× 〈φi(r−R′e)|∂q,καV (r)|φj(r−Re)〉
=
1
Ne
∑
R′e
∑
Re−R′e
eik·(Re−R
′
e)
× 〈φi(r)|∂q,καV (r)|φj(r− (Re −R′e))〉
=
∑
Re
eik·Re 〈φi(r)|∂q,καV (r)|φj(r−Re)〉
=
∑
Re,Rp
eik·Re+iq·Rp 〈φi(r)|∂Rp,καV (r)|φj(r−Re)〉
=
∑
Re,Rp
ei(k·Re+q·Rp)hκαij (Re,Rp), (B2)
where we used ∂q,καV (r) =
∑
Rp
eiq·Rp∂Rp,καV (r) (see
Eq. 3). This double Fourier transform is the result em-
ployed in Eq. 8.
Appendix C: Using symmetry to compute the
perturbation potential in the full BZ
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic of a phonon with mode index ν and
wavevector q frozen in a crystal; only the phonon displace-
ment vectors for the atomic sites τpκ and τPK are shown
for illustration. (b) After applying the symmetry operation
{S|v}, the crystal transforms into itself, and the atom at τpκ
is transformed to the position τPK .
We derive the equation employed to evaluate the per-
turbation potential in the full BZ starting from calcula-
tions in the irreducible wedge. The symmetry group of
the crystal consists of combinations of point group sym-
metry operations S and fractional translations v. These
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space group symmetry operations, denoted as {S|v},
transform the crystal into itself. Our goal is to de-
rive an equation to transform the perturbation poten-
tial ∂q,καV (r), computed at q-points in the irreducible
wedge, to the perturbation potential ∂Sq,καV (r) com-
puted at points Sq spanning the entire BZ.
First, we give the effect of symmetry operations on:
i) The crystal structure: The symmetry operations trans-
form an atom pκ into the equivalent site PK, as seen in
Fig. 6. The new equilibrium atomic position is
{S|v}τpκ = Sτpκ + v = τPK . (C1)
The inverse of this transformation is
{S|v}−1τpκ = S−1τpκ − S−1v. (C2)
ii) The displacement vector uνqpκ of a phonon mode: As
shown in Ref. 36, the transformed displacement vector
belongs to the point Sq, and reads:
uν SqPK = Suνqpκ . (C3)
iii) A scalar function g(r):
{S|v}g(r) = g({S|v}−1r) (C4)
= g(S−1r− S−1v) (C5)
iv) The perturbation potential ∆νqV (r) (see Eq. 2):
{S|v}∆νqV (r) = ∆νqV ({S|v}−1r) (C6)
= ∆ν SqV (r), (C7)
where the last equality can be derived using the methods
in Ref. [36]. We also write the relation between the com-
ponents of the phonon eigenvector at symmetry-related
points q and Sq, given in Eq. 2.33 of Ref. [36]:
eKαν Sq =
∑
κβ
Γ
q,{S|v}
Kα,κβ e
κβ
νq, (C8)
where the matrix Γq,{S|v} is defined as
Γ
q,{S|v}
Kα,κβ = e
iq·[{S|v}−1τK−τκ]Sαβ . (C9)
Here, τK = τPK−RP and τκ = τpκ−Rp are the atomic
positions of the Kth and κth atoms relative to the origin
of the unit cell.
Combining Eqs. A1b and C7, we write
∆ν SqV (r) =
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανq∂q,καV ({S|v}−1r) (C10a)
=
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκαν Sq∂Sq,καV (r). (C10b)
The first line, Eq. C10a, can be simplified by rewriting
eκανq through the inverse of Eq. C8:
∆ν SqV (r) =
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκανq∂q,καV ({S|v}−1r)
=
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
∑
Kβ
e−iq·[{S|v}
−1τK−τκ][S−1]αβ eKβν Sq
× ∂q,καV ({S|v}−1r)
=
∑
Kβ
1√
MK
eKβν Sq
∑
κα
[
eiq·S
−1veiq·τκ−iq·S
−1τK
× [S−1]αβ ∂q,καV ({S|v}−1r)
]
=
∑
κα
1√
Mκ
eκαν Sq
[
eiSq·v
∑
κ′β
eiq·τκ′−iSq·τκ
× [S−1]βα ∂q,κ′βV ({S|v}−1r)
]
. (C11)
In the second equality, we used Eq. C2 as well as MK =
Mκ since symmetry-equivalent atoms belong to the same
species; in the last equality, we changed the variables
from Kβ → κα and from κα → κ′β. By comparing
C10b with the last line of Eq. C11, we find
∂Sq,καV (r) = eiSq·v
∑
κ′β
eiq·τκ′−iSq·τκ
× [S−1]βα ∂q,κ′βV ({S|v}−1r). (C12)
Finally, the result can be expressed in terms of the
lattice-periodic e-ph perturbation potential ∂q,καv(r) =
e−iq·r ∂q,καV (r) (see Eq. 23), which is computed directly
and stored to disk in Quantum Espresso. We thus
obtain the final result employed in our calculations:
∂Sq,καv(r) =
∑
κ′β
eiq·τκ′−iSq·τκ [S−1]βα ∂q,κ′βv({S|v}−1r).
(C13)
Note that while the results of this section assume a
local potential V (r), modern DFT implementations use
pseudopotentials that introduce a non-local part in the
Kohn-Sham potential. The non-local contribution to the
e-ph perturbation potential can be computed efficiently,
with the analytical formula given in Eq. A14 of Ref. [4],
directly for all the q points in the full BZ, without re-
sorting to symmetry operations. Therefore, symmetry is
only employed to reduce the computational cost of ob-
taining the local part of the e-ph perturbation potential.
The dynamical matrices are also evaluated in the full
BZ starting from calculations in the irreducible wedge,
using the following expression [36]:
D(Sq) = Γq,{S|v}D(q)[Γq,{S|v}]†. (C14)
Appendix D: Hamiltonian in AO Bloch sum basis
We derive the relationship used in Eq. 13 between
the real-space AO Hamiltonian matrix H(R) and the
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reciprocal-space Hamiltonian matrix H(k) in the AO
Bloch sum basis. Using Bloch sums defined in Eq. 4,
we write:
Hij(k) = 〈Φik(r)|Hˆ(r)|Φjk(r)〉
=
1
Ne
∑
R′e
∑
Re
eik·(Re−R
′
e)
× 〈φi(r−R′e)|Hˆ(r)|φj(r−Re)〉
=
1
Ne
∑
R′e
∑
Re
eik·(Re−R
′
e)
× 〈φi(r)|Hˆ(r)|φj(r− (Re −R′e))〉
=
∑
Re
eik·Re 〈φi(r)|Hˆ(r)|φj(r−Re)〉
=
∑
Re
eik·ReHij(Re).
Appendix E: A note on Wannier function
interpolation
We derive the result quoted in Eq. 20. Expanding the
Bloch states in terms of Bloch sums of WFs, the e-ph
matrix element can be written as
gκαmn(k,q) = 〈ψmk+q(r)|∂q,καV (r)|ψnk(r)〉
=
∑
ij
Uk+qmi (U
k
nj)
∗ 〈Wik+q(r)|∂q,καV (r)|Wjk(r)〉
=
∑
ij
Uk+qmi
(
Uknj
)∗
hκαij (k,q).
In matrix form, this linear transformation and its inverse,
which is employed in Eq. 20, read respectively:
gκα(k,q) = Uk+q hκα(k,q)
(
Uk
)†
(E1a)
hκα(k,q) =
(
Uk+q
)†
gκα(k,q)Uk. (E1b)
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1. BAND STRUCTURE INTERPOLATION IN SILICON USING
ATOMIC ORBITALS AND WANNIER FUNCTIONS
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FIG. S1. Deviations from the DFT eigenvalues of the electronic eigenvalues obtained using AO (a) and WF (b) interpolations.
Both interpolation methods employ Bloch electronic wavefunctions evaluated at a coarse 12×12×12 k-point grid. The accuracy
of the two methods is comparable.
2. BORON-DOPED DIAMOND
We use a diamond unit cell together with the virtual crystal approximation [1] to model the doping of diamond
with boron. We employ a virtual atom 〈BC〉 at every site with a composite pseudopotential that is the weighted
average between those of boron and carbon. The norm-conserving pseudopotential of the virtual atoms is
Vˆ 〈BC〉 = xVˆ Bloc + (1− x)Vˆ Cloc +
∑
ij
∣∣βBi 〉xDBij 〈βBj ∣∣+∑
ij
∣∣βCi 〉 (1− x)DCij 〈βCj ∣∣ , (S1)
where Vˆloc is the local part of the pseudopotential, the nonlocal part is given in the Kleinman-Bylander form through
the beta projectors |βi〉 and coupling coefficients Dij , and x is the boron fraction. We use a doping of one boron atom
every 54 carbon atoms, which corresponds to x = 0.0185185. The DFT calculation shows a rigid shift of the band
structure [Fig. S2(a)] with respect to the undoped case [Fig. S2(d)]; the system becomes slightly metallic, with the
2Fermi level located 0.58 eV below the top of the valence band. The phonon dispersions show that the doping affects
mostly the acoustic modes around Γ [Figs. S2(b) and (e)], in agreement with previous reports [2–4].
Fig. S2(c) shows the interpolated e-ph matrix elements for boron-doped diamond, computed using different coarse
q-point grids and using the electronic states and phonon modes highlighted in Figs. S2(a) and (b). Different from
undoped diamond, which is shown in Fig. 3(d) of the main text, we find a rapid convergence with increasing coarse q-
point grid density of the interpolated e-ph matrix elements near Γ along the K−Γ direction [see the inset in Fig. S2(c)].
This behavior is due to the metallic character of boron-doped diamond, which eliminates the DFPT discontinuity at
q=0, as explained in the main text. Note that the discontinuity δ2 near Γ is still present, since it is due to electron
and phonon degeneracies, as discussed in the main text. If the same phonon modes as those in Fig. 8 of Ref. 4 are
chosen (not shown), we obtain interpolated e-ph matrix elements in excellent agreement with Ref. 4.
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FIG. S2. Left panels: Interpolation of the e-ph matrix elements for boron-doped diamond using WFs. The selected electronic
band and phonon mode are highlighted in (a) and (b), respectively. The DFT plus DFPT and interpolated e-ph matrix
elements, for several (qc, kc) coarse grids, are given in (c). The inset zooms into the region near Γ. Right panels: the electronic
band structure and phonon dispersions of pristine diamond are given for comparison.
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3TABLE S1. Difference (in meV units) between the DFT plus DFPT and the interpolated e-ph matrix elements in diamond at
three high-symmetry points. The AO and WF interpolated results are given for several coarse grids.
qf point Method Coarse grid size (qc grid, kc grid)
(43, 123) (63, 123) (83, 83)
K = [- 3
8
, 3
8
, 0]
AO 2.51 3.39 3.30
WF -0.59 0.17 0.00
L = [0, 1
2
,0]
AO -5.31 -5.31 -5.31
WF 0.00 0.00 0.00
X = [0, 1
2
, 1
2
]
AO -7.06 -7.06 -7.06
WF 0.00 0.00 0.00
